


Using the cover of an Atlanta limousine driver, Jabari Hayes trafficked large 
quantities of cocaine across the country for the then largest African American drug 

organization in the southeast known as Black Mafia Family, often referred to as 
BMF.
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Growing up in Waterbury, Connecticut, a town known for its low employment 
opportunities and high crime rate, I was always thought that drug dealers are the worst 
kinds of people walking the earth. My mother & aunts painstakingly instilled in me that 
if I were ever decide to sell drugs, there was only 2 ways out of that life. They were 
prison or death. It were those 2 outcomes that kept me out of the streets and as far 
away from the trappings of drugs as possible. But I was always intrigued by the minds of 
drug king pins.

Movies like New Jack City, American Gangster, Cocaine Cowboys and countless crime 
documentaries fed my fascination for our countries underworld. I love the "from 
nothing, to something" stories and to see these men, some women, reinvent the 
business and do the things they did amazed me. However, I always noticed that these 
stories were told from the prospective of law enforcement, judicial branches or victim 
but rarely the people actually involved. I thought that to be rather odd, especially when 
many of these people were still alive.
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When I began film making, I never set out to make a documentary such as Miles in the 
Life. My only aspiration was to make dope content and tell compelling stories. 
Anything pertaining to crime or drugs was the furthest from my mind, but the 
opportunity presented itself via Jabari Hayes. When I met Jabari I still had the notion 
that any individual involved with the drug game were terrible people unworthy of 
second chances. Jabari is jovial, a charismatic people person and ran his business with 
the culture of customers first. He's a father, a husband, a mentor, a loving son, just an 
all around great person to know. Which shocked me to learn of his involvement with 
an notorious drug cartel.

After I evaluated the friendship he and I developed over the past 2 years and after 
finishing his book, my idea that drug dealers were the scum of the earth completely 
changed. Before me was a man that was raised in fire, climbed his way out of 
unimaginable circumstances to  became a college graduate. He made some bad 
decisions that landed him in prison but upon his release, Jabari turned his life around. 
He was given a second chance and he made the very best of it. There was no malice in 
his heart, he wasn't violent and he wasn't without remorse. Jabari wasn't the worst 
type of person imaginable as I was taught him to be. 

I realized that my mother and aunts were wrong and I thought just how many other 
people believe what I was told for so many years. Deciding to do this documentary 
was to show people that people involved in the drug game are not evil people. They 
are not all violent, murderous thugs that society should lock up and throw away the 
key. Most importantly I want people to walk away not judging individuals with a 
criminal background because we are all one mistake, one situation, one heartache 
away from making a decision that will change our lives forever. I want viewers to walk 
away feeling hopeful that people can and do change everyday. I want the drug dealer, 
the crack addict, the ex-felon, the kid who has a parent addicted to alcohol or drugs to 
understand that no matter how bad life is now, if Jabari can make it out and change 
his life, you can too. 
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JABARI HAYS

BIG MEECH

JABARI EX-WIFE
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Born and raised in Atlanta, 
Jemonique, also known as Jem, 
received her Bachelors of Arts in 
Communications and Media Studies 
with a concentration in film 
production from Clayton State 
University. She began working in the 
sports broadcasting field working on 
productions such as “Thursday Night 
Football” and “The Final Four 
Games,” but soon crossed over to 
film working on the hit web series 
“Threesome” and “The Single Life” 
Season 2. She has worked on many 
other projects as assistant director 
and continues to build her portfolio 
and resume as a future director.

Shaun M Mathis is an Atlanta based writer, 
director, producer and is the co-owner of 
Laconic Productions. Shaun got his start in 
2012 when he began interning for Studio 11 
Films, Eyeam Cinema and Ralph Wilcox 
Productions which led to him writing on 
several independent projects. In 2014, 
Shaun wrote & directed 2 web series 
Threesome & Rich Brothers that has won a 
combined 27 film festivals. Also, in 2015 
Shaun co-wrote & co-produced the short 
film, "Take Over Your Trap", starring Grammy 
nominee 2 Chainz, that premiered at the 
2016 SXSW Film Festival. Currently, Shaun is 
working on several new projects and Miles 
in the Life is his first documentary & second 
feature film.

DIRECTOR, WRITER & EXECUTIVE PRODUCER ASSISANT DIRECTOR &  PRODUCER
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Justin Toulon, co-founder of Laconic 
Productions, doubles as the ever-
adaptable lead Director of Photography 
and endlessly clever Editor. He received 
his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from 
LIU C.W. Post, May 2011 in Film, and his 
Master’s of Business Administration 
from Dowling College, May 2013. His 
initial passion in film was to be an 
editor until stepping behind the camera 
and being a Director of Photography as 
well. Justin worked for the top-rated 
television show “Inside Edition” as a 
Junior Editor until July 2014 when he 
moved to Atlanta, Georgia. Justin runs 
the Atlanta branch of Laconic 
Productions. Since arriving in Atlanta, 
Justin has been behind the lens for 
many music videos, films, and web 
series.

PRODUCER & EDITOR

In 1999 Jabari Hannah was an All American track athlete, 
graduate of Morehouse College, and young entrepreneur 
of an up-and-coming valet service in Hotlanta. The 
American dream was his to have. But only five years later 
he becomes entwined within the top ranks of the 
infamous Black Mafia Family, one of the most lucrative 
and dangerous black drug cartels of this century. When 
Jabari Hannah's father shipped him out of Brooklyn and 
away from a crack-addicted mother, the hope was that 
living with family in St. Louis would keep him away from 
the pitfalls of urban life. But it was in this small, slow-
moving city that he would become close with his Uncle P 
who would ultimately give Jabari a passport into the drug 
world he was supposed to have escaped. Always 
entrusted to holdup to his family s expectations, Jabari 
soon finds himself slipping more and more into the drug-
running lifestyle of luxury cars, sprawling mansions, 
strippers and prostitutes, but yet still maintains a detest 
of drug dependency and a philosophical introspectiveness 
which separates him from the gun and pill popping 
gangsters surrounding him.

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER



DIRECTORS

SHAUN M. MATHIS & JEMONIQUE MILLER

WRITER

SHAUN M. MATHIS

PRODUCERS

JUSTIN TOULON & JEMONIQUE MILLER 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS

SHAUN M MATHIS & JABARI HAYES

CINEMATOGRAPHER

JUSTIN TOULON

EDITOR

JUSTIN TOULON

PUBLICITY &
NORTH AMERICA SALES CONTACT

ERIK EDDINGS
ERIKEDDINGS@GMAIL.COM

404.698.6601

PRODUCTION COMPANY

LACONIC PRODUCTIONS

GENRE

FEATURE DOCUMENTARY 

YEAR

2017

DURATION

96 MINUTES

SHOOTING FORMAT

HD DIGITAL

SCREENING FORMAT

DCP & BLU-RAY

SCREENING RATIO

1.77:1

SOUND FORMAT

STEREO
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https://www.facebook.com/milesinthelifemovie/
https://www.instagram.com/milesinthelife_movie/
http://www.milesinthelife.com/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt6587542/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1



